JBI DocuPunch
Automatic Punching Machine

This versatile machine is a compact, freestanding unit, designed to make light work of diverse punching needs. It is able to punch up to 30 reams of paper per hour. The ergonomic styling allows for die changes to be performed from the front of the machine by a simple touch key control panel. It is a versatile automatic punching machine ideal for mid-volume binding environments.

Features

- Touch-key control panel - featuring a fully diagnostic LED display
- Compact – benefits from a very small footprint without compromising on power and quality
- Easy set up and operation
- Automatic sheet feeder - pages are fed and delivered in the correct order
- Fast die change - access to all facilities is from the side of the machine.
- Incorporates integral storage space for 3 dies
- Retractable pins for flexibility and versatility
- Punches all standard sheet sizes
- Wide range of punching dies available
- Safety and auto-stop - inbuilt features help avoid paper jams and increase safety

Special Information

Touch-key control panel
Featuring a fully diagnostic LED display making set up and operation easy

Choice of Dies
Hardened steel dies can be changed in just minutes. The wide choice of dies available including wire, plastic comb, velobind, spiral, 2/3/4/ ring binder
- 3:1 Wire Die (4mm) - 052L00501
- 2:1 Wire Die (6mm) - 052L00502
- Plastic Comb Die (8 x 3mm) - 052L00503
- Comb Die (2/3/4 hole 6mm) - 052L00509

Technical Information

Part number: 052L00500
Punching Capacity: 30 reams of paper / hour*
Stock Weights: 80 gsm – 250 gsm
Thickness: 0.5 - 1.0 mm - Variable each 0.1 mm
Sheet pick-up: Top feed fixed thickness - Up to 7 sheets at 80 gsm
Sheet size: 138 x 138mm - 330 x 300mm
Weight: 186 kg
Dimensions: (H) 1150 x (W) 1270 x (D) 710mm
Power Requirements: 220/240V – 1 ph 50 Hz

For more information or to place an order please contact your Fuji Xerox Supplies Sales Representative, call 13 14 11 or go to fxs.com.au
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